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1 Scientific background and purpose of visit

Dark matter particles may be captured by a star, accumulate and subsequently annihilate,
which provides the star with additional energy. This can affect the stellar evolution
significantly, making stars longer-lived, as part of the stellar nuclear fusion is replaced by
the energy from dark matter annihilation, disrupting the stars or even preventing them
from forming. At the Galactic Center, where dark matter densities are extremely high,
the dark matter capture rate is sufficiently high that the effect on the stellar evolution
becomes significant and observable. We have discussed this in a recent paper [1], where
we focus on main sequence stars. The purpose of the visit was to re-fine and extend our
models to be able to investigate the effect on stellar evolution in more detail and beyond
main sequence stars.

2 Research activities and outcomes

The research activity was focused on code development. For this, I wrote and implemented
a custom module in the stellar evolution code MESA [2], that determines the dark matter
capture rate and the resulting extra energy provided to the star throughout the stellar
evolution. First runs of this module have been consistent with our previous results in [1],
that were based on a more simplified implementation.

This new module now allows us to implement more detailed and specific dark matter
models, as well as to compare our stellar evolution models to observations of stars at
the Galactic Center that show several unusual characteristics: They appear younger than
expected, while older, more evolved stars are missing. This has not been explained by
standard stellar evolution models, but may be explained by the dark matter effects making
the stars longer-lived – old stars will appear much younger, resulting in the large number
of young stars and lack of old stars. With the help of our new module, we are currently
investigating the details of this scenario.

This work was supported by collaborative visits funded by the Cosmology and Astropar-
ticle Student and Postdoc Exchange Network (CASPEN).
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